An EPR study of free radicals formed by antipsoriatic and tumor-promoting 9-anthrones in nonpolar solvents.
Certain 9-anthrone derivatives are useful in treating psoriasis and are also known to be tumor promoters in mouse skin. Their therapeutic use is accompanied by side effects of severe skin inflammation, irritation, and staining. The precise biochemical mechanisms of therapeutic action, tumor promotion, and side effects are presently uncertain, although the corresponding 9-anthron-10-yl radicals have been proposed as important intermediates. In order to gain insight into the possible role of anthrone-derived radicals in mediating the biological effects of these compounds, in the present study free radicals from a number of anthrone derivatives were generated by thermolysis in nonpolar solvents. Hyperfine splitting constants (hfsc) of the radicals were determined by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. The experimentally determined hfsc's were also compared with spin densities obtained by molecular calculations (MOPAC 6.0). The experimental and theoretical data were found to be consistent in all cases. The formation of 9-anthron-10-yl radicals appears to be a general phenomenon among 9-anthrones regardless of therapeutic or tumor-promoting effectiveness, although there is a trend toward easier radical formation for the more active compounds.